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Welce!
Hearing loss affects people in varying ways and we hope to be able to
support and encourage people on their hearing loss journey.
I have met several people recently at Kristen Sutcliffe’s
presentation, meeting them in the BHAC office, or referral from
friends. They are just starting their hearing loss journey. I invited
them to my Tuesday class to discuss relevant issues with the people
in my group; this has been successful as an option for people who
have been newly diagnosed or who are acknowledging for the first
time that they have hearing loss.
When newcomers come along to the class they are often impressed
with being in a welcoming and supportive space, with other
hearing-impaired people who understand what it is like to live with
hearing loss and who talk candidly about their fears and frustrations.
They learn what having an Audiogram is like, and gain valuable
information and tips on how to prepare for a visit to an Audiologist.
If their hearing is severe and they think they may not hear all that is
said, they are advised to take someone with them, as two will hear the
information and advice given.
2021 is providing us with another interesting year. We still have to
be aware of COVID restrictions and many places require that we
register with the ‘Check in CBR’ app. Restrictive and a nuisance,
yes. But how fortunate we are in Canberra compared with so many
other parts of Australia and the world.
I hope you enjoy this issue!
Carol Taloni
President BHAC

Hearing Loss Management
- Lip Reading Classes
Classes have commenced for Second Term 2021.
Linda Dwyer is taking the 5:30pm class at the
Hellenic Club in Phillip. Please contact Linda on
0417 696 583 or ldwyer@grapevine.com.au
Carol Taloni has the class at the Grant Cameron
Community Centre, Mulley Street, Holder.
At present, class is at 2pm. Please contact Carol on
0410 463 761 or carol.taloni@gmail.com
We discuss strategies on how to cope with hearing
loss in the real world. There is great benefit in sharing
time with a group who are all hearing impaired.

Rediscovering Music program
Delighted to inform you that the Rediscovering Music
sessions are scheduled for 4 May 2021. The program is
curated and presented by Kristen Sutcliffe, an
Audiologist and CSO Musician. The audience is
introduced to a small number of instruments at a time.
The hearing impaired are engaged in active listening
practice, and the musicians often play familiar music.
Please see the flyer at the end of this newsletter. Places
are filling fast so get in quick to secure your spot in this
highly engaging program!

Sound of Metal
The movie, Sound of Metal, recently released to
streaming, is a powerful drama which documents the
journey of a musician (drummer) who is losing his
hearing. The movie is receiving many accolades, not
only for the performances but also for its immersive
sound design which puts the viewer inside the head of
the main character. No spoilers here, but if you’re
planning to watch it you may wish to check the
classification (language, themes etc).

Highlights from Kristen Sutcliffe’s presentation
Kristen gave a presentation on 19 February for BHAC.
Thank you mainly of course to Kristen, who gave a very
interesting and informative talk. When I re-read the 24
page transcript I could not believe how much she
covered!!!!! So much information was imparted to us.
An amazing and caring Audiologist.

Thanks also to COTA Staff Members, Anna and Alex,
who did an excellent job in helping me with equipment
check prior to the day and Alex made herself available
on the Friday as well. Thanks to my granddaughter,
Emma, who helped me get things there on the day, and
helped with a technical hitch. We were grateful to
those who attended and the variety of the many
questions posed to Kristen. Finally, many thanks to
Polly Templeton for a superb captioning performance!
Here is a small sample of the many issues discussed.
‘Are you wearing your hearing aids?’:
The intricacies of hearing loss
Exciting news that Kristen gave to the audience. During
COVID, the Government said that Australian Hearing
had to remain open because it was an essential service.
Those previously not eligible are able to access services.
Kristen discussed many interesting topics relating to
hearing loss, including facts and figures, the hearing
system, hearing tests and audiograms, and warning signs
of hearing loss.
Q: What is ‘occlusion effect’?
A: Occlusion effect is when your own voice sounds boomy
and echoey because of your hearing aids. If you don’t have
hearing aids in and you block your ears and talk, you
sound a bit like your head is in a bucket. Hearing aids can
make that even worse because you are blocked up in your
ear but you are also hearing yourself through the hearing
aid as well.
Q: What is the life of Cochlear Implants?
A: Kristen’s answer was very detailed. The internal part is
forever. The external part is a complex thing. Some
people will choose to upgrade them perhaps every 6 years
or so. It comes down to funding. Medical Insurance
Companies have differing rules as to the timing of
replacements.
Kristen discussed so many aspects of hearing loss but
made the point that hearing aids are an aid, not a repair.
Hearing aids are never going to give you back 100%
normal hearing.

For this issue, the bird depicted on the front cover is the Great Brown
Kingfisher, or Kookaburra. Originally published in Gould, J. (1848).The Birds
of Australia, these illustrations are available free of charge in the public domain.
Who remembers this popular Australian song? [ Retrieved from links via
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kookaburra_(song) ]

Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree,
Merry merry king of the bush is he.
Laugh, Kookaburra, laugh, Kookaburra,
Gay your life must be!

Yr hearing lo jrney...
Sharing the story of your hearing loss journey may be beneficial to
others. It can indicate how others have related to learning they have
hearing loss.
Some were born with hearing impairment, so have had this journey
from a very young age. Others have lost their hearing through
illness or other medical issues. A lot of people have developed
hearing loss with age. This can significantly impact one's life.
Many do not admit to having any loss of hearing, which continues to
frustrate their husband, wife, partner, family members, work
colleagues and friends. By denying such loss, we do ourselves a
disservice, as we miss out on important things in life. Having the
courage to admit 'Yes, I may need hearing aids or other support'
takes courage. But we are the winners in the long run, as we do not
isolate ourselves socially, but can continue to be part of life.
We would be delighted to receive more stories to share in future
newsletters. Everyone has a different story as to how they reached
today having hearing loss; your story will be of interest and
importance to others. Please contact me if you would like help
writing your story.
For this issue, I am delighted to be able to include another two
interesting stories. I am very grateful to Bob Hunt and Tom
Brimson for agreeing to share their stories.

My hearing loss journey (Bob Hunt)
My first recollection of realising I had hearing loss was one Melbourne Cup Day (last
century). I found that I could not understand the commentary from the TV brought into
the office. The following points show how my hearing loss journey progressed:
June 1994 (age 56) – my GP referred my to an ENT specialist. He reported “a gradual
loss of hearing”. The loss gradually increased but was not sufficient for hearing aids.
Further tests were conducted every couple of years.
July 1999 (age 61) – retired from Public Service, knowing I had a hearing loss.
2007 – the loss was significant enough for the specialist to recommend hearing aids.
May 2008 (age 70) – purchased 2 Oticon aids from Brindabella Hearing Centre.
Annual hearing tests were conducted.
March 2010 (age 71) – the test report noted “a marked deterioration since 2009”.
June 2011 (age 73) – replaced both aids and bought a TV Streamer and microphone.
Early 2014 – lost hearing in right ear. In June I had a Cochlear BAHA implant fitted. It
tricks the brain into thinking both ears work, but it only hears what the left aid hears. It
is a help though. I don’t wear it all the time as it hurts my right ear after some hours.
February 2015 (age 76) – purchased a new Streamer and TV adaptor.
May 2015 (age 77) – Oticon micromould fitted to left aid.
November 2017 (age 79) – Oticon Streamer purchased to replace the previous device
which died.
continued...

March 2018 – started classes with BHA.
Between June and September 2018 I replaced both aids. The left aid is from Resound
and I bought a new Streamer.
October 2019 (age 81) – purchased Resound Multi-mic.
Looking back over my records I realise that I have spent a lot of money on devices and
repairs. Early on I dislodged one aid when loading the car, but did not realise it until the
car had driven off. The aid was squashed and not able to be repaired. Fortunately our
home contents policy paid for a replacement. The early aids had dome fittings and I
temporarily lost one when camping in Outback Queensland. I could not find it at the
time but fortunately a friend revisited the place and found the aid sitting in the grass.
This led to having a moulded ear piece fitted which is much better.
Based on my experience, these are my tips:
- Have moulded ear pieces fitted.
- Keep the aids dry to avoid repairs. The Oticon ‘Breeze’ drying unit, which came with
the BAHA kit, is used every night.
- Buy an external microphone. It is very useful. I use it when dining out and place it on
the table until the background noise level gets too high. Sometimes my wife wears it
while food shopping which helps as background noise is quite high in supermarkets.
When on a long trip in the car I attach the Multi-mic to the dashboard when my wife is
driving, as she is on my dead ear side. If she speaks clearly enough and the road noise
is not too high I can hear well enough.
- Don’t be embarrassed about telling people that you have a hearing disability.
- Join BHA.
I hope this helps.
Cheers – Bob

My hearing loss journey (Tom Brimson)
My family and friends first noticed my hearing was deteriorating some 20 years ago. It
took nearly three years to get the motivation to see an audiologist. Several hearing tests
were conducted including an audiogram – a graph of the minimum sound pressure
levels able to be heard for a range of frequencies common in speech. I was diagnosed
with hearing loss and after some deliberation decided upon a pair of “in the ear” hearing
aids, primarily based on vanity more-so than functionality. At that time in 2003 they cost
about $4500. It was a quite shock to find that many of the tiny hairs in my cochlear that
stimulate the nerves had died due to exposure to loud sounds. The audiologist advised
that after more than 35 years of playing in a range of bands was the probable cause. Once
these hairs die there is no way to restore them back again. And so began my journey of
ever-increasing hearing loss.
The “in-the-ear” hearing aids lasted all of 4 years before needing replacement. The
warm moist environment of the ear canal is not conducive to long life electronics and
with the continued deterioration of my hearing I replaced these with behind the ear
hearing aids. We often find that as time goes on items get cheaper – well not in the world
of hearing loss. This set cost about $7500 but were a vast improvement on the “in the
ear” devices. I was lucky enough to qualify for a government provided device called a
RogerPen which among other capabilities, acts as a remote microphone that puts voice
directly to the hearing aids. I was classed as being moderately affected by hearing loss.
But my hearing loss continued and this set of hearing aids lasted me until 2013 when I
replaced them with a new set of “behind the ear” aids. Gone were any issues about vanity
and I was more than happy for the hearing aids to be recognised so people were aware
that I had hearing loss. Again I experienced a price shock to find that this pair set me
back $13,500 but were a quantum leap in quality and sophistication. At this stage I was
diagnosed as suffering from severe hearing loss.
I joined the ACT Deafness Resource Centre and found their advice and help very
supportive. From that organisation I also joined Better Hearing Australia of which the
members have also been so helpful and supportive. Better Hearing teach about hearing
loss, how to help manage it, the all important lip reading capability and the physiology of
the human hearing anatomy. The experience has been exceptionally helpful to talk to
others suffering the same condition. I took to wearing a badge advising people that I
have hearing loss and to request they speak slowly and clearly – NOT LOUDLY as that
simply distorts the conversation. I gave up trying to use a phone as I just could not
understand any words from the caller.
continued...

I had difficulty at first understanding Helen Keller’s comments about hearing loss.
Helen earnt a PhD – but she was both deaf and blind. How good is that for dedication
and perseverance! One of Helen’s better known statements is that being blind means
one loses contact with THINGS but being deaf means that one loses contact with
PEOPLE. How true I found that to be with respect to hearing loss.
By 2018 I again needed a review of my hearing loss and I was diagnosed as being
profoundly deaf with the only balancing feature being reasonably competent at lip
reading thanks to Better Hearing lip reading classes. This diagnosis has primarily been
due to playing too much music in my lifetime – a hobby and skill that I really enjoyed
participating in.
Having retired I was now eligible for hearing aids being provided by the Australian
government and my new set were fantastic with a whole range of features such as wind
noise reduction, focused hearing / background noise removal, treble and bass controls
(hearing aids typically focus on voice frequencies which means music is generally very
poorly reproduced) and wi-fi to hear my phone via blue tooth. There has been such
advancement since my first pair.
Despite trying to manage with hearing loss, several side-effects have gradually
deepened such as isolation through not being able to participate in simple
conversations or group activities , not being able to tolerate background noise when
trying to hear (ones brain cannot distinguish between foreground and background
noise when one has hearing loss), tiredness (through the intense concentration needed
to hear with hearing loss) and often a bit impatience generated by having to ask people
to repeat themselves .
The outcome from the 2018 meeting, was to undertake an assessment as to my
suitability for a cochlear implant. A hearing aid is a sophisticated microphone, amplifier
and speaker. A cochlear implant comprises a microphone, electronic processor (which
turns sound into electronic signals) a coil that attaches to your head with a magnet
which works with a similar device embedded in your scalp with 22 electrodes that are
embedded in the nerves in the Cochlear: two very different devices.
The Cochlear is so different to a hearing aid that you need to ‘teach” your brain how to
interpret the electrical signals as sound. I achieved this by my wife reading Dr Suess to
me, a line at a time and for me to have to repeat it back, word perfect. The initial sounds
were very “digital / electronic” but gradually became “normal”.
I have now had the cochlear implant for 3 months and it has improved my quality of life
beyond my wildest expectations. Family and friends have all noticed such a difference
If you think that you have hearing loss, please see an audiologist, as your quality of life
Can improve beyond belief.
Cheers – Tom
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Newsletter Editor: Carol Taloni
Disclaimer: Please note the opinions expressed are only those of the Editor. Please seek medical advice
regarding any issues relating to ear disease or hearing loss issues.

Rediscering Muc
Date: Tuesday 4 May 2021
Time: Two sessions - 2pm & 5:30pm

(please note that the 5:30pm session will be captioned by Polly Templeton)

Venue: Apollo Room, Hellenic Club, Phillip ACT

Performance details
Kristen Sutcliffe: Concert is curated and presented by Kristen, who is an
Audiologist and CSO Bassoonist Musician.
Julie Igglesden: CSO Oboe Musician.
The May performance will focus on the Bassoon and Oboe; the contrasting
timbres of these instruments make them more easily distinguishable to the
listener.
The program will be highly interactive, with questions and discussion
encouraged.

Booking / Registration
Registration is essential. Bookings must be made through CSO Booking.
Register online via cso.org.au/rediscovering-music—2021-1
or phone 02 62626772 10 am to 3 pm (weekdays).
Tickets do not need to be collected from CSO. Registered names will be
signed off as you enter the Apollo Room.
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